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Abstract
State explosion has become a serious problem of attack graph generation method,
which results in a large-scale attack graph. Attackers always try to infiltrate into the
internal network quickly, access to the more important host directly and get higher access
right. The model of network attack graph generation is established based on these
premises. The model expands network state node according to the evaluation function. If
the valuation function value is smaller, it is the priority to expand. The evaluation value is
calculated by the path length, attack difficulty, type of target host and authority obtained
after the attack. Experimental results show that the network attack graph generation
method based on greedy heuristic algorithm can do well in network attack graph
generation, and it has a lower time complexity and good scalability. The research for this
article has a great significance to improve the usefulness of network attack graph.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet, computer and network systems against
malicious attacks become more diverse and complex. Network attack techniques become
more covert, efficient and intelligent. Traditional vulnerability scanning technology (such
as Nessus, ISS Internet Scanner, etc.) cannot assess of potential threats from the
interaction of vulnerabilities comprehensively, because it lacks of the associated analysis
for vulnerability. Practice shows that although the isolated vulnerabilities have little
effects, it can cause a huge network security risk if the associated of vulnerabilities is used
by hackers. In order to analysis and assess network vulnerability more objectively, the
analysis tools are required which can establish attack scenario automatically according
loopholes, network services, physical links and authority in the target network. To do this,
the researchers proposed the attack graph model by formal preconditions, processes and
results of attacks. Model and analysis techniques attack graph [1-10] have become the
research hot of network vulnerability analysis. Attack graph generation engine can find
the state nodes and path through a series of searching and matching process. The state
nodes are consistent with the associated setting attributes. The attack graph generation
method can be divided into three kinds in according to the methods and tools used,
namely model checking method [7], logical inference method based on the rules [1, 8]
and searching algorithm based on graph theory [9].
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Although the attack graph generation has achieved some progress, but the state
explosion is still one of problems that must be overcome to practice attack graph [2]. In
attack graph construction, the order of candidate nodes will affect the search efficiency.
According to the characteristics of the Heuristic search method, it can judge the merits
according to some properties and sort the queue according the judgment. This can make
the most likely state of the nodes on the forefront of the queue. The heuristic search
method can be found to meet the conditions of the fastest node and can reduce the number
of searches to reduce improve search efficiency. Therefore, it uses a greedy heuristic
algorithm to reduce the size of the attack graph and increases the attack graph generation
speed in this paper.

2. Background Knowledge
There are always some security vulnerabilities in the network, while there may be
some correlation relationship between these vulnerabilities. When vulnerability is
successfully exploited, it could create favorable conditions for the use of another
vulnerability.
To identify all the relationships completely, the most effective way is to find all paths
to reach the target of the attack by simulating the process to attacking vulnerabilities in a
network., These paths are represented in the form of graphs. This graph is the network
attack graph, which also is called as attack graph. Compared with the attack tree or Petri
nets, description of attack graph is stronger and has more extensive application range.
On the attack graph generation search strategies, reference [10] proposed using attack
graph model to analyze network vulnerabilities. Attack graph generation method is based
on the realization of its existing template attack, starting from the target state, using a
depth-first search strategy to generate reverse network attack graph. Attack graph
generated entirely by hand, not automated. Reference [11] generated attack graph based
on graph theory on the assumptions of monotonicity. Each node in the attack graph is a
property. It used forward breadth-first search method starting from an initial state property
that is true and ended at all through post-attribute node exploits have been added. In order
to solve the attack graph scalability issues. Reference [12] used a combination method of
forward-search and reverse-search firstly. It found all attack paths using forward-search.
And then it eliminated the nodes that can’t reach the attack targets. In order to reduce the
size of attack graph, the above-described methods did secondary process after attack
graph generated.
In addition, the attackers often use a variety of greedy strategies to guide the attack
when attack on the network. And in many network attack graph generation methods, the
greedy strategy is used either explicitly or implicitly, the monotonic hypothesis is a
typical example. These greedy strategies will be discussed separately. Reference [11] first
proposed the hypothesis monotony. It means that the ability already obtained successful
by an attacker will not be lost due to subsequent attacks. This hypothesis is consistent
with the characteristics of the majority of the types of attacks [12], but also to reflect the
attacker greedy strategy, in which an attacker before reaching the target will never give up
ability it has obtained. This assumption is used by most related researchers. Due to use the
assumptions, the complexity of attack graph generation is reduced to polynomial from
into exponential order, which makes using attack graph in large-scale network security
analysis is possible.

3. Network Attack Graph Generation Method Based on Greedy
Heuristic Algorithm
How to control the scale of attack graph effectively is one research focus of attack
graph generation. This paper attempts to apply greedy heuristic search strategy to attack
graph generation. It can avoid low efficiency of the conventional method shortcomings.
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The new method is based on the following assumptions: the attacker has a strong attack
capability, and can attack any host that satisfies the attack conditions. Although not all
attacks can be completed, any potential danger should not be ignored for network
administrators.
3.1. Attack Graph Modeling
To generate attack graph, the abstract things should be concretized with specific formal
language and represented by the model. Firstly, it abstracts every elements of the network
security into an abstract model. The security elements definitions are given at follow.
Definition 1 Attack Complexity: The complexity of the attack is used to measure
degree difficulty of vulnerability. It is difficult to quantify the complexity of the attack
weaknesses precisely. This paper uses the complexity measure methods as that in
Reference [13].
Definition 2 Host: Host is a computer connected to the network and provides a service
for the network. It can be expressed as a quintuple: (HID, NetID, HType, SSet, VSet).
They respectively denote the host identification number, network segment identification,
importance degree of host, running, the service set and the set of host vulnerabilities. Host
identification number uniquely identifies a host identity. The external Network Segment
identification is set as 0 and other internal segments are numbered successively in the
order from outside to inside. The hosts are classified five types According to data and
services in hosts. Service set is composed of the services running on the host. Set of host
vulnerabilities is composed of the various services of the existence of running on the host.
Definition 3 Service: The service is a program running on the host program having a
certain network function. It can be expressed as a five-tuple: (SID, Name, Pr, Po, RL),
respectively, for service identification, service name, protocol, port, running privilege
level.
Definition 4 Vulnerability: Vulnerability refers to the loopholes of service program,
configuration and trust relationship. In this paper, it is expressed using a four-tuple as
(VID, SID, VType, Range, VCom). Respectively, they are vulnerability identification,
service identification, vulnerability type, local or remote, and complexity of attacking.
Definition 5 Connection Relationship: Host connection relationship refers to the
network of any connection between the two hosts. Formal model used in this paper is
expressed as (SHID, DHID, PPSet), respectively, the source host identification, target
host identification and set of protocol ports allowing access.
Definition 6 Attack Rules: Attack rules refer to the rules that should be followed
when attacking host. It can be formalized as a four-tuple (RID, VID, EPre, EPost),
respectively, for the rule identification, vulnerability identification, preconditions,
attacking results.
Definition 7 Attack Action: Attack action is an action that attacker can use it to
Intrude one host from another host successfully. It is formalized as (SHID, DHID, RID,
EPre, EPost). Respectively, they are source host identification, destination host
identification and attack identification rules.
Definition 8 Node State: In the attack graph, Node state is represented as (SID, HID,
VID, PL). SID is the identification of node state. HID is the identification of target host.
VID is Vulnerability identification to reach this node state. PL is the rights level getting
by attacker in this node state end level..
Definition 9 Directed Edge in Attack Graph: In the attack graph, the directed edges
are used to represent an attack action which makes the network security status changed. It
can be expressed as (SSID, DSID, AID). Respectively, they are the source node
identification, the destination node identification and the attack identification.
Definition 10 Attack Graph: Attack graph is a security state transition graph of a
target network. It is represented as (S, E, S0, SG). S is the set of security state nodes of the
network. E is the set of attack actions and E ⊆S × S to change security state. It also is a
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set of directed edges. S0∈S is the initial security state node. SG ∈ S is the set of the target
states.
3.2. The Basic Idea and Valuation Function
In the attack graph generation process, it assumes that the attacker always selects the
best hope to achieve optimal target node as the next extension nodes. This is the source of
greedy heuristic algorithm in this paper. Meanwhile, in order to measure the “hope" of
state node, it is necessary to design valuation function. If the hope degree of a node is
greater, the valuation function value of it must be smaller. The design of valuation
function will be discussed in detail at below.
In this paper, it uses heuristic greedy algorithm to reduce the search space to prevent
the number of node states be too large. In design the heuristic function, it considers the
following three factors. First, it considers the attack sequence length. The attack sequence
length will lead attack graph scale exponentially increased. Second, it considers the cost
of attack graph generation process nodes, namely the complexity of the attack. Third, it
considers the value of nodes in attack graph based on the assumption that attacker will
give attack the nodes that is relatively high or very important node.
In this article, node ni is extended from node ni-1, then lets the evaluation value of ni as
f (ni) = f '(ni-1) + 1 + cost (ni)
(1)
The f '(ni-1) is the actual cost of the attack path n0，n1,…, ni-1. The 1 represents the
increasing for search depth. The cost (ni) is the heuristic values of node. It is
codetermined by attack complexity of Q (ni) and the attacks priority P (ni). The cost (ni) is
calculated as follows:
cost (ni)=Q(ni)-P(ni)
(2)
Among them, the attack complexity Q (ni) is same to that in Reference [13]. The attack
category priority P (ni) is calculated by the following greedy strategy:
(1) Attacker can gain the access right of an new host. If the important degree increase
one, the value of P(ni) increased 0.5;
(2) Attacker can get more access right of the same host. The P (ni) is added 0.2. If the
access right of target host is reduced to User and the right of source host is Root, the P (ni)
is subtracted 0.2. To simple, there are only two kinds of rights, User and Root.
3.3. Generation Method of Network Attack Graph Based on Greedy Heuristic
Algorithm
The process of Network attack graph generation based on heuristic greedy algorithm is
as follows. First, it constructs the Open Table and Closed Table. The Open Table stores
the nodes that are not expanded. The Closed Table stores node has been extended. The
initial state of the network is in the Open Table. Second, it selects node which has the
smallest evaluation value in the Open Table valued to extend. It extends a new node
whose conditions are satisfied for all vulnerability. The new nodes are put into Open
Table. The expanded node is removed to Closed Table from Open Table. And then it
selects node which has the smallest evaluation value in the Open Table until the Open
Table is empty or the current node is the target status node. The algorithm is shown in
Figure 1.
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Algorithm: Network Attack Graph Generation Based on Greedy Heuristic Algorithm
Inputs: C0, S0, SG, R, NetTable.
Outputs: G (S, E, S0, SG).
Step0 Establish an empty Open Table as O and CLOSED table as C. It sets the attack action
set A = Ø, S = Ø and E = Ø.
Step1 Initialize set A according NetTable and the attack rule set R, It adds S0 to O and
calculates the cost function f (S0) = cost (S0).
Step2 If the O is empty, it returns the attack graph G and exit the algorithm, and else it
repeats the following operations:
Step2.1 Select the node that has smallest evaluation value in the O as the current
node Nnow and remove it from O;
Step2.2 If Nnow is in SG, then goto Step2. Otherwise, repeat doing the following:
Step2.2.1 Add Nnow to the C;
Step2.2.2 For each Vulnerability of node Nnow, if it fit the prerequisites of
successful attacks, then perform the following steps:
Step2.2.2.1) According to result of this attack, generate the new state
node Nnew.
Step2.2.2.2) Calculate the evaluation value ion of Nnew. as
f (Nnew) = f (Nnow) + 1 + cost (Nnew);
Step2.2.2.3) If Nnew is not in the O or C, put Nnew into the O, add Nnow
in S and add (Nnow, Nnew) to E;
Step2.2.2.4) If Nnew is in O or C already, compare f (Nnew) with the
previous value. If f(Nnew) is smaller than previous
value, updated evaluation valuation of NNEW, delete
edge with its parent node from E and add (Nnow, Nnew)
edge to E. If Nnew is in the C, then move it to O again.

Figure 1. The Algorithm of Network Attack Graph Generation Based On
Greedy Heuristic

4. Experimental Results and Analysis
4.1. Experimental Environment
We did the experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithms. It used the data
and functions as Bugtraq. The network topology used in the experiment is shown in
Figure 2. There are five hosts in internal network represented as from IP1 to IP5 and they
connect to external network through a router and a firewall. The attacker is at outside
external network. IP1 and IP2 are the servers and run operating system Linux. IP3, IP4
and IP5 are Windows hosts.

IP1

FireWall

IP2

IP3
IP0
Attacker

Router
IP4

IP5

Figure 2. Topology Graph of Experiment Network
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In this experiment, IP1 provides FTP service and SMTP service. IP2 provides HTTP
service. IP3 provides FTP service, IP4 open Telnet and SSH services. IP5 is the critical
host which stores important information. Attacker used in IP0 host external network and
own Root privileges. Firewall policy allows external hosts to access IP2 HTTP service
and other access are blocked. The vulnerabilities and complexity for each are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Information of Hosts and Vulnerabilities
Host
s
IP0
IP1

Importan
ce
degree
0
2

1P2
1P3

1
3

IP4

3

IP5

4

Number of
vulnerabili
ty
15343
8641
11964
11826
8826
12815
6274
10707

Range of
hosts
Remote
Remote
Remote
Remote
Local
Remote
Remote
Local

Services
on hosts
FTP
SMTP
HTTP
FTP
FTP
Telnet
SSH
-

Authoriti
es

Complexit
ies

Root
User
Root
User
User
User
User
Root

0.1
0.3
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.5

4.2. Example Analysis
The topology of experimental network is shown in Figure 2 and the vulnerabilities and
complexity for each are shown in Table 1. It generated a complete attack graph without
heuristic algorithm. The complete attack graph has 106 nodes and 105 edges and there are
46 paths reaching target. Heuristic attack graph generation process is shown in Figure 3.
The traditional heuristic approach in [14] only considered the complexity of attacks. So
the priority extending selections are node 2, node 3, and node 5 in step two. When using
greedy heuristic algorithm proposed this paper, it considers the importance degree of host
and the authorities change. So the priority extending selections are node 8, node 2 and
node 5. Compared with reference [14], our algorithm can attack the most important host
IP5 as early as possible and spending least costs. So, greedy heuristic algorithm is more
reasonable and faster than reference [14].
0

0

(IP0,IP2,11964,1.2)
1.7

1

(IP2,IP1,15343,2.3)

(IP2,IP5,10707,1.9)

(IP2,IP3,11826,2.4)
(IP2,IP4,12815,2.4)
(IP2,IP1,8641,2.7)

(IP2,IP4,6247,2.6)

(IP2,IP3,8826,2.2)

8

2
3
2.8

3.0

4

6

5
3.2

3.0

3.2

7

3.2
3.4

Figure 3. An Example of an Attack Graph Generation Based On Greedy
Heuristic Algorithm
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4.3. Experiments on CPU Consuming
At present, many attack graph construction methods have been proposed. The Sheyner
[6] and Ou [1] are two typical methods. The simulation network has only one subnet and
there are not firewalls. Any host has no more than five vulnerabilities. For different
network size, it generates attack graph respectively using the methods of Sheyner, Ou and
ours. Figure 4 shows the cooperation of three methods on CPU performance.
It is obviously Sheyner method has the worst performance because the CPU time
consuming is increased exponentially as the size of the network. The CPU times
consuming increase polynomially in Ou and our methods. Meanwhile, the performance of
the method proposed in this paper is better than Ou, mainly due to the using of heuristics
and optimization strategies to limit the graph growing effectively.

Figure 4. Compared Ou and Methods of Sheyner, Ou and Our On Cpu
Performance
4.4. Experiments on Scalability
In this paper, it tests the scalability of our methods by increasing the number of hosts
within the network. The simulation network has only one subnet and there are not
firewalls. Any host has no more than five vulnerabilities and can access the web server.
The results are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Curve between Network Size and CPU Time Consumption
Figure 5 shows curve between network size and CPU time consumption. As can be
seen from the figure, CPU time consumption is increasing with the expansion of the
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network size. But the rate of increase is in the acceptable range. When the number of
hosts reached 100, the generation time is no more than 10 seconds. It can be seen that the
time complexity of our algorithm is low from the experimental results. So it can be used
in large networks.

5. Conclusion
Network security research has great significance in the information society. But it is
also a challenge task. The key of constructing attack graph automatically is the generation
algorithm and it directly determines efficiency and accuracy attack graph generation. An
attack graph generation method based on greedy heuristic algorithm is proposed. It not
only reduces the amount of calculation required to generate attack graph, but also greatly
reduces the complexity of attack graph and retains important information for each attack
path. The experimental results show that the new method based on greedy heuristic
algorithm has a good accuracy in generating attack graph. It can predict the path tacked
by the attacker effectively. It will help the network administrators to making manage
network decision and providing guidance.
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